EARTH OBSERVATION SATELLITE FROUND
STATION OPERATIONS SUITE

INTRODUCTION
Earth Observation Ground Station Software Suite (EOGSS) for satellite ground station is
designed to handle full range of data storage, processing and commercial utilization of the
Earth Observation (EO) satellite data, starting from archiving satellite images and up to
commercial volume-added applications in the areas of environment, disaster response,
resource management and beyond.
Design of EOGSS software relies on the cutting-edge monitoring, modeling and control
software design technology M2C, which was developed by the US company CosmoVision,
Inc., and which is implemented in the Visual Control, Simulation and Monitoring Design
Environment (VisCMSE) that is integrated into EOGSS. Use of VisCMSE guarantees
ease of configuration of EOGSS to address new commercial applications and scalability of
the system. EOGSS hardware configuration depends on complexity of the tasks that it has
to address for the particular ground station. It relies on high-end PC computers, and
RAID data storage, and is always cost-effective, reliable and poses no logistical,
maintenance or operational challenges.
EOGSS includes several key components, that may be operated independently or as a
part of the integral system. These are:
1. EOGSS software
· Graphical archive management software
applications · Image processing software
· Value-added software applications
· System control software applications
· VisCMSE design and operational
environment ·
Ground station control
application (optional)
2. EOGSS hardware:
· Operator workstations for value-added EOGSS applications
· Operator workstations for data archive management and image
processing · Operator workstations for system control and operation
· Data storage
· Printers, scanners, digitizers, LAN hardware, etc.
The following sections will discuss these applications and equipment in greater details.
Besides being end-to-end Earth Observation data management system EOGSS also
provides interface options for data exchange with GIS applications, with external
databases, with legacy software, with third-party modeling applications and hardware
drivers, and with Internet-based applications. Value-added applications also support
case-specific web site(s), and provide variety of reporting and notification opportunities,
including electronic mail and printed reports.
Operation and configuration of EOGSS does not require computer programming
experience, use of scripting languages, or extensive specialized training. User interface of

the system is fully graphical; data representation relies on color-coding following the built-in
automated Final State Modeling (FSM) analysis, with minimal, if any, use of alphanumeric
input by and output for the operator.
The system software is developed using Java-2 programming language, which
guarantees system performance and portability.
The following sections will discuss the EOGSS hardware configuration, process of
receiving and archiving of the new data, the archive management interface, image
processing software. The foundations of M2C technology, general features of the
VisCMSE, which is the core of EOGSS functionality, value-added applications, and
control software will be discussed in the separate documents.

EOGSS HARDWARE CONFIGURATION AND DATA FLOW
The hardware for EOGSS includes volume-added application workstations (normally one
per 1-2 applications), additional image processing workstation, operator workstation, data
storage (RAID array with double backup), peripheral devices and miscellaneous LAN
hardware. The application workstations are built around high-performance COTS
dual-core CPU and interact with the “outside world” and with the data archives through
the operator workstation over the Local Area network (LAN).
System also includes separate operations control workstation, which monitors “health” of
the system and of the network connections, controls availability of the storage space and
notifies the operator if problem emerges or is likely to emerge.
The following pictures present the 2-workstation deployment of EOGSS:

Picture 1. Two-workstation (4 value-added applications) deployment of EOGSS. Left to right:
Operator Workstation, Data Archive (2X2TB data storage), Workstation 1, Workstation 2.

Picture 2. Operator Workstation and Data Archive. The Workstation GUI presents
color-coded system diagram for EOGSS.

Picture 3. Workstation 1, running the image processing application. Particular configuration
includes: 2.4GHz Pentium Core 2 Duo CPU, 1GB /800MHz RAM, 500GB hard drive and
Mathrox GL-550 dual-head videocard with 2 wide-screen 19” monitors.

Picture 3. Workstation 2, the same configuration as Workstation 1, but with 17” analog
monitors, running Water Resources Monitoring and Air Quality Monitoring applications.

Picture 4. EOGSS dual-head monitor workplace, analysis of the 10m. resolution multispectral
image.

SYSTEM CONTROL
The following Figure 1 illustrates data and image flow within the system:

Figure 1. EOGSS image flow.

The process is organized in a way that prevents (even accidental) editing of the archived
image. It includes several step:
1. When new image arrives to EOGSS from the ground station output processing unit
(or from another source), the operator’s workstation (OWS) archives the image,
and launches image backup process.
2. Upon archiving the image the operator workstation generates the notification
message, which is delivered to all the running value-added application workstations
(VAWS).
3. Upon receiving the notification the operator of VAWS takes the decision either to
ignore new image, or to import it into the system.
4. If the decision is to import, the given VAWS generates the request for archived image,
which is copied to the local hard drive. The local copy becomes available for further
processing.
The results of the processing are then uploaded to OWS further handling.

TIER I APPLICATIONS
System Control, Image Storage
And
Image Processing and Satellite Maps

SYSTEM CONTROL SOFTWARE
System control software is developed using unified approach that relies on M2C technology
and was developed using VisCMSE design suite. The application supports control of
available resources and LAN connection for all the components of the system (control
workstation, operator workstations, data storage, and printer-scanner, and presents system
operator with color-coded GUI, which reflects current conditions of all system components
(see figure) and are superimposed on the facility floor plan.

Operator workplace
The system is open architecture, and is capable to support also additional workplace
computers, or ground station hardware.
It has to be mentioned that entire process is fully automated and the only step that requires
operator’s involvement is selection (from the pre-generated menu) the action that is to be
taken in regard to the new image. Operators of VAWS is also able to request additional
images or data from archive. These requests are generated by the graphical archive
interface (see the next section). The requested image is copied from archive to the local hard
drive and only then becomes available for processing.

IMAGE STORAGE
System is designed to automatically receive and store (with automatic backup)
satellite images preprocessed to the L0 level according to CEOS specifications. Images
are retrieved from the local storage using the System's Graphical Archive Interface (Archive
GUI). Archive GUI does not require any alphanumeric input or system browser, and uses
humanly-understandable browsing of the map of the world instead.

Graphical Archive Interface
Graphical Archive Interface (Archive GUI) is designed to support the following
functions: 1. Geographical search of the archived images using the World
map
2. Search of the archived images the archived images by name of the
location 3. Search of the archived images the archived images by
coordinates
4. Managing of the local database. This function in turn
allows to: a. Add, edit or remove data entries
b. Add, edit or remove resource reference for the given data entry
c. Add, edit or remove the external resources for each data entry, and save these
resources locally. The definition of resources within M2C technology includes
satellite images, GIS and database files, and another software objects that
may be associated with the given data entry.
The VAWS database and resources are stored locally, but operator has an option to
backup data automatically. The Archive GUI may be invoked either by the system operator
on the OWS computer, or by the operator of any of VAWS computers locally.
The following Figure 2 presents standard Archive GUI, which is included in EOGSS.

Figure 2. Archive GUI

Archive GUI operates as follows:
1. Search of the image by coordinates or by location on the map. The operator can drag
the pointer device until the wanted combination of latitude and longitude is found,
and then click on the location. The coordinates are displayed in the text fields 2 of the
GUI window.
2. Upon selection the software scans the image archive for available images, and if it finds
the image within +/-1 degree from the point of interest, the area that is covered by image
is shaded (area 1 on the Figure 2).
3. If image is found, the operator has to select the image import source (control 3, Fig.2).
The options are: primary archive, backup archive 1 or backup archive 2). If there are
several applicable images in the archive, the user has to select the particular image from
the drop-down menu 4. The operator has an opportunity to zoom into the area that
surrounds the selected location (Figure 3).
4. After specific archive entry is selected, the operator may either launch image processing
application (GUI control 5), or
5. Directly import image into the application that is running on the given VAWS (GUI control 6).
6. The alternative option is to use text search by name (GUI control 7, input name and click
OK), or by coordinates (input coordinates into text fields 8 and click OK to the left).
7. If image is found, the process has to be restarted from the step 3 above. If the selected
geographical location has resource associated with it, the location of the resource file
will be shown in the text field 9. The operator can launch the “Viewer” application for
this resource by clicking the GUI control 10 (“OPEN”), and cancel importing the resource
if necessary.
8. If satisfied by selection, the operator shall click the INCLUDE button (GUI control 15),
and the selected image and resources for the given location will be imported into running
system.
9. The operator can also add new entry to the local VAWS database. To do so
he/she needs to: 9.1. Provide the name of the entry (text field 11)
9.2. Provide coordinates (text field 12)
9.3. Identify the resources, that are associated with this database entry (text field 13,
optional).
9.4. Following completion of these steps the operator has to click ADD button (GUI
control 14), and database entry will be added. If the INCLUDE button is also clicked,
this data entry will be imported into the application that is running on the given VAWS.
10. Finally, the operator may edit the local database by invoking the database management
application (GUI control 16, Fig.2).

Figure 3. Zoom-in into the covered area.
Archive GUI also provides an opportunity to go directly to image processing without
importing the satellite image into the application, that runs on the specific VAWS. There
are two ways to do this, either by clicking “View Image” button (GUI control 6), or by
right-click on the area that is covered by the archived image on the enlarged fragment of the
World map (Fig.3):
The image processing application (see the next section) will be invoked, and after image is
ready the operator will be able to import it into the local database as resource, or directly into
the running process using the above described Archive GUI controls.

IMAGE PROCESSING AND SATELLITE MAPS
The satellite image processing application (SIA) is integral part of EOGSS. The default
image format for the application is TIFF, but it provides an opportunity to handle different
image formats as well.
The SIA application within EOGSS supports the following functions:
1. Precise identification of the geographical coordinates within
image 2. Local spectral analysis
3. Automated identification of the locations with the similar spectral
“signature” 4. Zoom-in/Zoom-out and processing of the image fragments
5. Image scaling
6. Use of the satellite images for creation of the maps, including
a. Applying of the icons from the local library (buildings, roads, rivers,
forests, etc.) b. “Drawing” over the image using the pointer device
c. Association of the external resources (including GIS data) with the specific
locations (through VisCMSE).
7. Generation of the pseudocolor images with and without mapping data
applied 8. Scaling of the generated pseudocolor images
9. Print, save, send, etc. functions.
The following Fig. 4 illustrate these operations.

Figure 4. Standard image processing workplace of EOGSS.
The designation of the controls at the
bottom: 1) Zoom-box and mapping
facility

2) Save and exports
workplace 3) Import of the
external data 4) Erase
imported data
5) Generate coordinate reference grid
6) Import another image from archive, and set it as resource for the VASW
application 7) Activate local spectral analysis
8) Search for the areas with the similar spectral “signature”
9) Generate and export pseudocolor image with or without map elements, local spectral
data and similar area selections applied
10) Erase mapping and spectral
data 11) Close without save.
12) Enter/exit editing mode for mapping (right corner at the bottom).

ZOOM-IN / ZOOM-OUT AND MAP ELEMENTS

Figure 5. Selecting the area of the image for use as the map.
The user has to select the area by dragging mouse from the top left to the bottom right
corner (the red rectangle will indicate the selection), and click control 1 at the bottom of the
workplace window. The editor workplace will appear. This workplace has the following
controls (left to right at the bottom):

1) Export the editing results and apply them to the image,
and exit 2) Select the color of the drawn lines
3) Bring up icon library
4) Enlarge/reduce
5) Exit without save.
The following Fig.6 illustrates the result of applying the “Industrial facility” icon and marking
the river using the editing workplace.

Figure 6. Results of the editing job.
The operator can also identify the location of the point with specific coordinates on the
image (using the overlay controls window, see Fig.7), or identify coordinates of the point on
the image (Fig.7):

Figure 7. Coordinates on the image.
Clicking the “Spectral analysis” control brings up the calibrated relative reflection intensities
for the selected points on the multispectral image (Fig.8):

Image Analysis

Figure 8. Local related reflectivity analysis.

The user may also conduct the selection of the points that demonstrate similar reflectivity ratios
across the entire image.

Image Exports
Following completion of all the processing steps at the level of the multispectral image it may
be used to generate pseudocolor picture with all the changes applied. The changes may be
applied to the entire image or to the selected area (Fig.9), e.g. – to the enlarged part of the
satellite image:

Figure 9. Generated pseudocolor image.
This image may be scaled, and parts of it (or entire image) may be saved and
exported into the application that runs on the specific VAWS.
After image is exported into the specific application the operator may use VisCMSE to
associate as many different external resources (GIS data, video streams, images,
database entries, mathematical models, etc.) with any location at the image. Please review
the VisCMSE document for details.

Summary
The hardware configuration and software applications as described above form the
foundation of the EOGSS and are used to provide data storage and data pre-processing
support for the value-added Earth Observation applications, which constitute the principal
commercial value of the EOGSS. Hardware configuration and image processing flow
provide quadruple redundancy for image archives and guarantee low risk of loss or
damage of the valuable satellite imagery. The Archive GUI provides variety of image
access options, and includes database and image archive interfaces, that does not
require intensive (if any) training and minimize the impact of the human error on the
operations of the system. The Satellite Image Application that is integrated in the
EOGSS and in the Operator Workstation applications includes sufficient set of tools to
support development of the satellite maps and of the sophisticated geoinformation and
monitoring applications using the VisCMSE design and operations environment.

TIER II APPLICATIONS
Environment Monitoring
Vegetation Monitoring and Change Detection
Fire Detection, Modelling and Monitoring
Flood Detection and Water Resources Management

Tier II Applications combine results of deep processing of satellite images with another data
from the field.

ENVIRONMENT MONITORING
As it is defined in Kyoto Accord, the participating countries have to establish reliable
system of monitoring the greenhouse gas emissions and atmospheric pollution. The
countries that underused their pre-set emission limits will be rewarded, while the
countries that overuse it will be punished financially. This financial liability creates
completely new demand for accurate and reliable environment monitoring and
emission control systems, that will be operated by the government officials.
Meanwhile, environment monitoring was one of the key areas of application for
which M2C technology was developed. EOGSS implements integrated end-to-end
environment monitoring system that can operate the network of the local sensors data, use
aerial and satellite images, streaming media and existing geoinformation data, if available.
The current implementation within EOGSS focuses on radiation monitoring, and includes
several radiation sensors, local municipality and aerial map. For the simplified testing the
system is outfitted with hardware simulators, that are incorporated into the hardware
drivers for scintilators and dosimeters which form two sensor networks within the system.
The editing tools that are provided with the system allow to convert this application into
environment monitoring system that addresses another tasks and another region, or to
generate several regional applications. The system combines monitoring, analysis, data
distribution and command capabilities and is suitable for operation by emergency
response managers, government control and enforcement officers, and researchers in the
areas of environment science, wild life monitoring, etc. Does not require special computer
programming training and is designed to be operational by computer-literate
individual. Considering that European Union is firmly determined to implement Kyoto Accord
we believe that systems like this have a great future.

System Functionality
The system can be configured to support the following functions:

Space monitoring
Local and small-area spectral analysis for multispectral
images Change detection and monitoring
Ground surface conditions monitoring
Creation of thematic maps using satellite images
Detection of the polluted areas, oil slicks (for water resources) and smoke

Local sensor-based monitoring
Monitoring of the status of the atmosphere pollution using local sensors, individual or
networked Monitoring of the water quality
Monitoring of specific pollutants
concentration Monitoring of specific
polluters
Data trending and warning issuance for specific gaseous or liquid agents,
smog, etc. Wind sensor monitoring
Humidity, temperature and deviation point monitoring and
trending Smog conditions monitoring and prediction
Commanding the remote sensors (individually or clustered)

Visual monitoring
Visual data feed from the critical monitored objects (industrial enterprises, ports,
busy street intersections, etc.), to improve situation analysis capability

Decision support
The system will analyze “raw” sensor or space monitoring data, trend them and generate
recommendations, which will indicate the areas that fall within or are approaching to the
preset limits of concentration of specific pollutant. Data may be presented as charts, paper
reports or electronic reports.

Notification
The system will be set to issue automated e-mail notification to preset list of recipients if one
or more parameters of atmosphere, water or soil cover approaches to the value that may
pose environment-related concern, or if steep change (indicator of the spill or leak) of any of
the monitored parameters is detected. The notification format may be pre-set and may
include location and other data.
The system will maintain and regularly (several times per hour) update restricted-access
or public website, which will reflect the most current environment conditions and sensor
readings.

Reporting
The system will generate (if requested) paper or electronic reports according to the
customer’s specifications.

Historic data
The system will maintain full set of historic data for pre-determined period of time.

Operations support
The system will allow exploring “what if” scenarios for response operations within
the same application and without loosing the current data or interrupting the
monitoring process.

User interface
Standard M2C user interface (Fig.10) will be offered.

Figure 10. Example operator workplace for EOGSS environment monitoring application.

Standard GUI
Standard GUI supports:
· Visual reflection of the position of sensors and other objects on the map
· Visual indication (color) of their status
· Layered visualization (operator can bring up all sensors, but also can “hide” excessive
information
· Satellite image analysis and creation of thematic maps
· Streaming video from monitored
objects
· Graphical data representation (not
shown)
· Raw data display
· Status display and
history
· Display of localimagery
· Maps display
· GIS interface
· Command editor and command console (not shown)

·
·

Configurable workplace display (operator can hide or bring up all the panels excerpt for
the area map). User can left- or right-click on any object at the map, and bring up object’s
current status, lo-cation map, image, and the latest “raw” data set.
Wide range of customization opportunities.

The system functionality is based on the standard set of system functions that are supplied
with M2C applications. For more details please review the M2C technology description.

VEGITATION MONITORING AND CHANGE DETECTION
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
The ability of the EOGSS software to combine monitoring, image processing and modeling
within the same application may be effectively used for classification of the soil conditions and
for issuance the recommendations for planning of the agricultural activities. The proposed
approach is based on already existing software, which supports identification of the similar
ground surface cover areas using their spectral “signature”, derived from the multispectral
satellite image, and on standard set of the M2C capabilities, as described in the “M2C
MODELLING, MONITORING AND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY” brochure. Within this
methodology and considering the fact that M2C applications are designed to monitor and
trend large numbers of parameters that are related to large number of objects the following
approach was be taken:
(1) The monitored area is be separated into a set of objects (actually, separate fields)
following existing Land Cadastral boundaries.
(2) Within each object the area, which is free from the boundary effects is defined, and
monitoring ap-plication which includes all the mentioned objects, weather data, fertilizer
data, and vegetation type data will be created.
(3) The optimal satellite / image provider shall be selected based on the following
criteria: · Maximum number of separate bands
· High enough resolution to receive reliable reflection data without boundary
interference ·
Low enough resolution to keep the cost under control
· Long enough remaining period of operation to maintain data continuity (5 years
at least) The likely candidate is USA Landsat-7, but the issue has to be re-visited to
be more certain.
(4) After the provider is selected, the image of the same area using the same instruments
has to be tak-en each (preferably), or every second re-visit (every 24-36 0r 48-72 days).
(5) The application will standby and collect weather data (from NOAA GMES or Meteosat
satellites), constantly updating the history files for weather, etc., during the time period
between images are taken.
(6) After next image is accrued, it has to be georeferenced and automatically processed
during the nearest monitoring update of the M2C application. The spectral data
(averaged over the sampling area) are added to the history file for every object.
(7) After data added to the history file they are automatically analyzed using built-in
analysis model, and report with recommendations is issued and automatically
distributed using M2C notification features.

SYSTEM OPERATION
New image processing
The system operates in semi-automated regime and has to be deployed as a separate
application (possibly within the same master EOGSS application) for every monitored area.
EOGSS is deployed on the server computer that has to be accessible (over LAN or WAN)
for the satellite ground station for

downloading newly received images. As soon as new image arrives EOGSS informs the
operator that new image is available (Fig.10, orange tab; audio notification is optional).

Figure 11. Monitored area
The operator has to decide on weather the particular image shall be used by the given
application. The options are:
· to move the image to the archive without integration in the particular
application, ·
to integrate image into application as image for particular
object,
· to integrate image into application as a map for particular object,
· to integrate image into application as external resource for particular object without
changing the map and the image of the object.
In any case the image itself remains archived, and only network address is passed to the
application for retrieving the copy of the image from the ground station’s archive.
If either use option (excerpt for archiving) is selected, the application brings up the
georeferencing workplace where newly arrived image is pre-positioned according to the
coordinates that are supplied by the image processing unit of the ground station. The
operator may either leave it as it is, or refine the positioning of the image manually. After
operator is satisfied with image positioning, image is integrated into the system by
single button click. The entire process of integration of the image into system takes less
than 10 minutes.

Ground surface conditions and change detection
If image is integrated as external resource, it becomes immediately accessible for
ground cover monitoring applications and for change detection applications which may be
integrated into individual nodes of the system. The analysis is performed via comparing the
new and the previous messages by band pixel-by-pixel (with proper calibration) for change
detection, and via deriving average by-band over the object’s footprint area for ground cover
/ vegetation monitoring.
In the case of ground cover analysis new data are added to the data log for particular object.
These logs are the used to generate 3D (Intensity of reflection vs. time and bandwidth) chart
of the spectrum and of the spectrum change for each monitored object. The absolute
(calibrated by the 1-st band) values of the spectral intensity are also available.
Correspondent plug-in is activated by pressing the “resource selector” button (large button
at the top of the state analysis panel, Fig.12,13).

Figure 12. Spectra history

Figure 13. Change history
In the case of change monitoring (Fig.14), the new image is compared to the previous one
and data are processed and presented by the special plug-in application that (similarly to
ground cover) can be brought up by pressing on the “resource selector” button. The user
interface for the change detection shows enlarged area with change spots marked, and has
an option to review the history of changes for the monitored area graphically and as visual or
printed report, which may also be automatically mailed through standard e-mail interface of
the underlying M2C application.

Figure 14. Change detection
In general terms any object can carry unlimited number of external resource references,
and if more than one is available the operator has to pick the option of interest from the
selector menu, that appears after clicking on the “resource selector” button.

FIRE DETECTION, MODELING AND MONITORING
The system is generated using VisCMSE Builder© software application, and is designed
to serve as command console and decision support application for forest fire response
operations. It combines within the same application the following functions:
1. Pre-processing of the satellite images to detect possible fire(s) within the
monitored area 2. Monitoring of the field fire sensors
3. Monitoring of the weather conditions
4. Visual web camera monitoring of the field conditions
5. Remote commanding of the field sensors, where applicable, without use of the
command line op-tions
6. Seamless generation of auto response command sequences
7. Assessing of the impact of the fire on the forests and another objects
8. Modeling of the fire considering weather and forest conditions (currently using 3-rd party
models) 9. Tracing the location and conditions of the emergency response vehicles and
crews
10. Electronic notification about the current situation, both upstream and downstream.
How it works

The application “as is” includes aerial map (georeferenced satellite image of the southern tip
of Sardinia), and a library of the “template” objects. Internal editing capabilities of the
application allow the customer to pick the objects from the library, to include them into active
system, and to establish functional links between these objects in spite of the principles of
M2C system architecture. The library includes prototype software objects for fire, temperature,
wind, humidity sensors, fire track, fire, forest, city, road, river, field and rock area, and certainly
the local map. The user can change the map, add/remove/modify the objects, and also create
new objects if provided templates are insufficient. With these capabilities in hand the
application may be configured to be fire monitoring application for any area of the world and
for any configuration of the response operation, without turning to development of the new
program. The configuration of the application is performed “on the go”, and may be re-visited
if the configuration of the fire response system has changed.
After the application is configured, it automatically performs monitoring of the sensor
conditions, of the incoming satellite images (re: possible indications of the fire), of the
weather conditions and, if necessary, my be used to generate commands for specific
sensors (ON/OFF), or even to execute automatic response sequences of commands. It
may also be set to automatically generate alarms. User can also enact modeling regime
and execute hypothetical scenarios in order to analyze possible situation developments.

System Configuration
Standard procurement of the system includes:
1. Proprietary monitoring, modeling and command
engine 2. Proprietary M2C Java APIs,
3. Configurable GUI
4. Message interpreter for multi-satellite messaging Novacom
platform 5. raster map and coordinate engine
6. satellite image processing and analysis
engine 7. template objects for
· temperature, humidity and wind sensor
interfaces ·
sensor network interface
· road, building, and populated area model
· emergency crews, mobile sensors and fire
tracks. 8. weather model interface and default
weather model 9. forest model interface and
default forest model
10. fire model interface and default fire model

Detection And Monitoring Function
The software application supports asynchronous data input from individual sensors,
and checks availability of the new satellite images of the area at pre-set location.
As soon as new multispectral image arrives, the entry processor searches the image for the
points that has spectral characteristics similar to the forest fire spectrum. As soon as cluster
of points that satisfy pre-set limits is found, the system alerts the operator and sets the
state of the monitored area to “POSSIBLE FIRE”. In parallel weather, fire and other
sensors are monitored. As soon as new reading of either sensor is detected, the new value
is “propagated” through the system, e.g. all the objects are updated, using built-in models.
The state of the objects is refreshed, and user interface is updated. For the operator’s
convenience the objects of the system are overlaid on the local map (or satellite image,
used as a map). The color of the object corresponds to its state (see Fig.15 example for
vicinity of Cagliari in Sardinia).

Figure 15. Graphic user interface for monitoring regime. Left panel presents raw data,
central panel presents area map with overlaid monitored objects, and right panel presents
status of the system and individual objects, and status history.
Location of all the objects in the system are defined by their latitude and longitude, that
allows to replace map “on the go”, if newer satellite image or better map becomes available.
Besides monitoring of the sensor data, the system also supports visual monitoring using the
remote web camera, either using COTS software, or using built-in player. The following
Fig.3. presents operator’s workplace with streaming video from the field.

Figure 16. Monitoring streaming video from the field.

Command And Control
The distinctive feature of the M2C Fire Management application is complete excluding of
command line use and use of scripting languages from command and control operations
of the system. The commanding GUI allows the user to generate elementary commands,
command sequences and create automated response commands using familiar text fields
and buttons. Generation system commands requires understanding of the system itself,
but does not require any use of computer programming. The commands themselves have
humanly-readable format, may be edited, added to existing sequences or removed. The
following Fig.17. presents the workplace used for generation of the elementary
command (remote turning the precipitation sensor ON).

Figure 17. Operator workplace for creation and editing the individual commands.
Operator can configure each command, include additional commands from existing library,
or modify the library. Command execution time and delays before issuing next command
in the sequence are calculated and set automatically.

Modelling
The system is designed to support variety of models for each objects. Besides that, each
object that is part of the system includes the software “model” of itself. This allows the
operator to disconnect fault sensors or to exercise “what if” scenarios without engaging the
hardware.
User can also use 3-rd party models if sophisticated modeling is required (for instance, fire
propagation model), and the 3-rd party model may perform better than the default model,
which is built into the procured system. The system architecture reserves an opportunity to
run third-party model as separate process without substantial loss of performance. By default
the system supports C++ and Fortran-77 3-rd party software, but it certainly may be fitted
with another language capabilities. Integration of the 3-rd party software requires to develop

(normally very light weight) Java-2 “shell” class, which will handle data exchange with the
3-rd party model.

Limitations
The application “as is” is software only, and it is capable to handle sensor data that are
delivered as e-mail or text messages. It also generates electronic command messages,
which has to be interpreted and executed by the hardware interface driver. It however has
fully developed capability to interface with the hardware directly, providing that hardware
driver is available and can be commanded from Java application (normally as separate
process, which may execute non-Java program for the driver, running within Java shell).

Summary
To the extent of our knowledge, M2C Fire Management System is the only commercially
available COTS software package, that combines modeling, data fusion, command and
control, satellite image processing and variety of notification capabilities within single
application which may be operated without special training at the level of individual
disaster response centers, provinces, counties, cities and local municipalities.
The software employs advanced system architecture approach, which provides high reliability
and fast-track development capability. It may be configured by the end-user for operation
in any part of the world, with any number of field sensors (or with none), and for any set
of the potentially impacted objects, as long as these objects are included in the system’s
library. The library may be easy expanded without re-design of the system, and new objects
may be added to the functioning application then.

WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND FLOOD CONTROL
Water resources management and flood control application is designed to apply satellite
images for monitoring of water quality, for identification of the borders of the flooded areas
or of water bodies, and to monitor soil humidity. The application supports operator’s
workplace that combines satellite image analysis data with data from the local sensors,
weather data, video streams from the field, and other data. Operator can select to either
determine the margins of the water bodies, or to detect only changes in the water bodies
margins, hence detecting flooding of draught development. All standard services
(notification, communication, etc.0 are included in this application by design. The following
Fgure 18 presents result of detecting flooding conditions:

Figure 18. Flood detection.
Highlighted area corresponds to the part of the river basin near Luanda International Airport,
that had changed its margins as result of the rain.
It is also possible to detect water pollution using spectral analysis of the reflection from
the water surface (Fig.19):

Figure 19. Detection of water pollution.
In this case the application (which uses single satellite image)had detected traces of sand
and other materials that were brought into ocean by one of the rivers. Operator can set the
analyzing extension to trace only certain kind of pollution.

TIER III APPLICATIONS
Logistics Chain Operation
Livestock Management
Support to Local Authority

Tier III Applications combine processed satellite images with geo positinning and
messaging data delivered either via wireless or via satellite link.

Logistics Chain Operation
Logistics support application allows to monitor location of individual containers and of the
critical transportation and logistics facilities. M2C technology was used by AZ Global
Research & Engineering Ltd. to build the system that includes port basin map, incoming
and outgoing sea vessels, container terminals, sensitive objects within the port’s perimeter
and another special zones, roads and another objects as specified by the customer. It will
be possible for the customer to “zoom-in” into any of the given objects to see status of the
objects that it contains. It will be capable also to import 1B processing
level satellite radar or multispectral images, to interface with GIS and databases, to run
sophisticated models, including visual, and to support uncommon data formats for
alphanumeric, graphical and multimedia data. The application is integrated with another
M2C systems, that monitor customs house, port operations, and container movement.
Port security and fishery monitoring
The system provides the following functionality.
1. Real time monitoring of location and other related dataIt is assumed that monitored
objects are equipped with active sensors that somehow send data about their
status time to time. The standard procurement system monitors incoming
notification messages through standard MS Outlook Express e-mail client. At this
time the system is pre-set to monitor messages in CLS NovaCom format, but
another formats are also possible. Messages shall be of alpha-numeric character,
and are expected to carry, among other data, object’s (container, boat, ship, patrol car)
ID, coordinates or location, and status-specific information. By design system
operates asynchroneously, e.g. –reacts immediately to the new portion of external
data. If it will be deemed necessary more sophisticated asynchroneous input
listener will be included in procurement.
2. Visualization.
Every object of the system (road, car, container, container terminal, ship) by
default includes, among other features, image, engineering drawing, and
associated reference to “live” video stream sources. For the purposes of
operation in emergency, night, bad weather, etc. conditions it will be highly
desirable to use this feature to bring up 3D numerical model of the specific
object and its surround rather than bringing in only video stream from the
field. Among others the following are considered:
Local “live” video stream may, and probably will, be obscured by dust and smoke
in the case of accident. It will be much easier for the operation manager to
plan disaster response if he/she will be able to see the visualization of the
area of accident before it has happened, with location of the possible
obstacles, approach roads, sources of additional danger (fuel tanks, hazmat
storages, etc.) or installations requiring priority protection.
Local video stream may be cut off by power loss or due to damaged connection,
leaving the center of operations de-facto “blind”
Finally, 3D visualization may include viewpoints that are physically
inaccessible for “live” video, like, for instance, underwater piping of the oil
terminal or underground oil tanks in the area of the accident.
System architecture of the program that will be procured however includes an option for
running 3D visualization application within AZ Global procurement, as separate

process, thus opening an opportunity to use sophisticated 3D visualization packages.
3. Integrated situation display with layered object representation. User is able to see and
review:
The map of the port with of the markers indicating location of the vessels, with
marked sensitive objects, roads, terminals and other components of the system.
The color of the marker corresponds to the type and conditions of the component. For
instance, the vessel that is known as the one that has no potential hazards on board,
and does not violate the fairwater limits, it is marked green;
The vessel that may be considered as potential danger will be marked yellow;
The law enforcement vessel at normal conditions will be marked blue, and so
on. Individual containers
System supports zoom-in / zoom-out functionality. This means that if user selects an object
on the map of the port, plan of this object is brought up to the principal status display. If
selected object contains another objects, these may be selected and brought up. For
instance, if user operates with the map of the port and system receives intrusion
message from the sensor attached to the container somewhere in container terminal
area, User’s actions are as follows:
Select container terminal. Enlarged plan of the terminal is brought up. It contains the
area in, say, storage, from where message was generated. System highlights
the area automatically.
Select this area. The plan of the area is enlarged and location of the container is
highlighted. iii. iii.Select this location. All data, that are available for the container (type,
origin, claimed content, date of delivery, etc.) are brought to the operator’s screen
together with container design, location of the sensors and container picture.
If 3D visualization is also available, the operator is able to give the directions to the
response team and provide them with near-real-life pictures of the area.Response action
may be launched (with full information support, including images, approach roads,
floorplans and all available data about the container origin and cargo) in less than a
minute after receiving the warning message. Special areas. Areas that are restricted
for access, or may contain security, public safety or public health threats, or are
impacted by accident, or are a subject of special attention for any other reason, will be
marked on the map by distinct color.
For instance:
i. The terminal that may contain security threats will be framed in yellow polygon;
ii. The area of oil storage tanks at the oil terminal will be framed by black (or any
other color –User can chose) polygon;
iii. Restricted area where access violation is detected will be framed by orange
polygon; iv. Area that is impacted by an accident is marked red, and so on.
Monitored area includes port basin and neighboring waters, e.g. if accidental or at-will
waste or oil dump is detected, correspondent oil slick may also be included in the
monitoring. Each building in the port area may be included into monitoring as long as
there is data source at this building. The same as for another aerial objects approach
applies. Direct feed of weather data for the given region from NOAA or another sources
will be supported. In the case of active or dangerous weather conditions in the monitored
region the map of the region will be framed with the contour of the correspondent color.

For each vessel or another object in the system the User will be able to
bring up: i. Its “raw” data, e.g.-geographical coordinates, ID, crew,
owner, etc.
ii. Its “status” data, for instance – vessel’s technical conditions, status in
regard to permits and conducted activity, its proximity to bad weather or
restricted areas, in the case of oceanographic data –anticipated fish availability,
etc.
iii. Historic charts of the object’s parameters, like catch or location of the specific
vessel iv. Map or engineering drawing of the object, like enlarged map of the
ocean current, or vessel’s blueprint, or weather map;
v. Image of the object
vi. Multimedia data stream (or 3D visualization from arbitrary viewpoint, if
available) from the object, static visual data in the case-specific format, or
another object-specific data in the separate window All these data may be
displayed in the separate windows, or User may bring up raw data and status
panels to the left and to the right of the map, or data may be overlaid on the
map (overlay text color is white). User may also define what kind of objects
have to be displayed on the situation display, effectively reflecting traditional
GIS layered data representation.
4.

Object display. User is able to bring up enlarged blueprint, map or engineering
drawing of any object in the system instead of the system’s situation display.
Notwithstanding which object is displayed User still can monitor raw data and status
data of another objects in the system. For instance, if certain ocean current is
displayed at the principal panel, User may still watch change of the raw data for
specific vessel, and monitor status of specific zone in the ocean.

5. Use of satellite images. System supports importing of georeferenced satellite
images, and automatically applies images to the map. Use of radar satellite images
allows to detect illegal vessels and oil slicks in the area. Combining of the record
of the vessel movement that is automatically kept by the system to the radar image
of the area will allow to single-out ships that are illegally dumping oil and waste in the
port’s neighboring water

Figure 20. Port and neighboring water bassin monitoring
6. Notification. As soon as parameters of any object in the system start approaching to
pre-set margins, or example sea vessel approaches the margin of the restricted
zone, or total catch of the monitored fleet approaches or surpasses the quota, the
system automatically generates the notification an sends correspondent messages
to preset list of recipients. For instance:
If 6-coordinate vector (location + velocity) is such that there is a risk that this particular
vessel may exit port’s fairwater, warning signal will be generated;
If sensor system of control-environment hazmat container or storage will transmit
data that point to drift to potentially unsafe situation, notification will be sent, and so on.
7. Modelling. Each object of the system has built-in modeling capability. These models
may be used to predict development of fire or any other accident, to estimate
resources to coupe with specific accident, etc. Results of the modeling are reflected in
the status panel of the main situation display. Results of modeling may be presented in
graphical or alphanumeric form. It is possible that certain models (like dispersion
models for radiation release) already exist, possibly written in Fortran or another
programming language. The system will support running such model as well, as a
separate computation process. User may switch between alternative models without
system restart.
8. Support for planning and management The system may be used for off-line analysis
of “what if” situations, like changing the parameters of the fishing area, possible
impact of adverse weather, impact of the certain restriction, etc.

9. Data access.
Incoming (“raw”) data.
System may receive data in automated regime from external sensors
for any object in the system.
System may receive data (alphanumeric and graphical) for any
object from external GIS
User may open incoming data panel for editing, and change
data manually
User may import, create and edit images and maps/blueprints for
any object in the system using built-in capabilities
Output (“status”) data
User may review and chart status data by object
10. Remote data access. System automatically supports static web site with controlled
access, that presents current and historic “raw” and “status” data together with the latest
situation display. System also supports remote “client” applications, that may run in distant
locations, like remote fishery pier or even remote harbor. Remote “client” locations and
static web sites may be added, removed, connected to the system or disconnected from
the system on the go.
11. Operation control. User is able to change system update rate, pause or re-launch
monitoring and modeling, change text and background colors, and reset standard system
settings.

Container terminal operations
The technology capability demonstrator for container terminal operations represents a
model of the container terminal with several containers, crane, customs house and
weather conditions. Customs house in the system is connected to another application,
which is, in fact, the facility management system that supports variety of security-related
applications. This facility management application (see Annex) uses the same software
platform, and supports data exchange with the system control application (see Tier I
Applications). Similar facility management application may be deployed to support
Satellite Ground Station facility control and automation.
Facility Maintenance application feeds data into the Customs House object of the Container
Terminal demo. "Customs House" features several cameras (now static picture comes in),
rail and truck barriers, secured area, etc. It is a part of another application, which
interfaces with the 3rd-party security application (card readers, etc.). The
following
Fig.21 presents principal operator's worklace for container terminal operations.

Figure 21.
Container
terminal operations workplace
On this figure yellow color coding corresponds to “Security alert” state of the Customs
House; individual color codinf of containers (shades of green), inspection area (light red),
and of the crane correspond to the cureent conditions of each of the monitored objects.
High-resolution satellite image is used as local area map, and data for individual containers
are fed through satellite or wireless link from the container beacons.

Livestock Management
Livestock management prototype application was developed to support use of Australian
SIRION satellite-based asset management and similar projects. The capability
demonstrator is designed to support operation of the small farm, and includes
monitoring of the farm with several individual animals, and of the Farm House, which is
essentially the implementation of the facility management system that was developed using
the M2C platform and VisCMSE design environment (see Annex). The application may also
feed in vegitation data from the Tiar II application for vegitation monitoring.
The following Figure 22 presents principal workplace of the Livestock Management application.

Figure 22. Farm management application – principal screen.
The system supports unlimited expansion of the number of monitored animals, and
integration of similar farm management applications into the network that may cover selected
regions of the country.

Support for Local Authority
System for Local Authority Decision Support (SLADS) is VisCMSE application that is
designed to serve the needs of the local law enforcement and/or emergency response
authorities.
SLADS Role

SLADS shall be used in traditional SCADA (System to Collect and Archive Data) function to
handle multiple sensors and sensor networks, as well as notification sources, but also
supports importing of satellite images, of weather data, is enriched with modeling
capabilities and supports data sharing, electronic notification and reporting. Principal new
functionality that SLADS provides is realtime simultaneous visual display
of data from different sources, realtimeanalysis and customizable remote and local access
to raw and situation data. Satellite imagery is used as primary situation analysis and data
integration resource.
SLADS Applications and Customers
SLADS may be used by authorities at different levels of responsibility, ranking from
individual emergency response units (fire, medical and other response units) and up
tomunicipality, county, state/province, etc. In particular, SLADS may be used to:
Generate realtime display of current
situation Monitor traffic and infrastructure
Issue notification(s) about approaching overlimit and dangerous conditions of
specific monitored objects of the local infrastructure, or of specific areas and locations
Issue weather, environment, air and water quality, and other alerts
Identify the areas of impact of severe weather, natural and technological
disasters Assess humanitarian, health and economic impact of natural or
technological
disasters
Examine “what if” or training scenarios
Deliver data to remote locations and to individual response teams
Maintain public awareness (optional) trough automatically updated website.
SLADS Operation
SLADS has to be connected to the local sensor networks, to the call center and has to have
established link to the source of satellite or aerial images to operate to its full capacity. None
of these data sources however is critical for SLADS operation, and it may be operated in
reduced regime or may even be used only to examine “what if” or training scenarios
without being connected to any external data sources. AZ Global Research & Engineering
Ltd. has developed technical demonstrator of SLADS operation, using some data from
Citrus County that is located at the Florida “Panhandle” area in the USA. This
Demonstrator (Demo) includes network of surf sensors, model of the ocean (Gulf of
Mexico) and currents derived from the satellite data, local weather data, roads I-19,
Florida-44 and local road, as well as single monitored facility (hotel), weather conditions,
patrolling aircraft, surf and temperature sensors. Surf area, patrol aircraft, and two roads are
equipped with still web cameras, and additional video feed is received from the remote

web camera and is associated with weather conditions. Demo application collects data
from the sensors, feeds in still and streaming images, analyses weather conditions, and
uses all these data (excerpt for local still and streaming imagery) to generate the
recommendations to the authorities in regard to opening, closing or restricting beaches for
the public access (in relation to incoming weather or possible dangerous rift currents),
and also to restrict or permit recreational boating, etc.
Principal Situation Display
Principal Situation Display (SLADS PSD) is presented at the Fig.23.

Figure 23. Principal Situation Display for SLADS with overlayed satellite image analysis data.
Left panel of PSD presents raw data from the sensors in the field. User can bring up raw
data from any field sensor. Central part of the display presents actual situation and
components of the system. State of the components is reflected by the color of
correspondent markers and lines. Monitored area of the beaches is shaded green, that
indicates safe conditions for swimming and for boating. This beach condition is derived
from data about rift current, about thunderstorm in the area, and about water quality, in real
time and using preset limits and built in analysis model.
Right side of the screen presents states of the objects of the system, and results of
modeling calculations. User can browse through the entire system and bring up data for
any system’s component, or for entire system. All thee parts of the screen are
completely independent, e.g. data for three objects may be viewed
simultaneously.

Browsing the system
SLADS PSD also allows user to bring up images, drawings or other static visual
information that is associated with the objects that are included in the system. The following
Fig.24 presents combination of the weather report and water temperature data, derived
from two independent satellite data feeds.thermal profile of the potential rift current,
derived from the satellite data.

Figure 24 Satellite data combined.
Data feed and component details
User can certainly bring up technical drawings and images of other objects of the system,
and combine these data with the live datastream from selected object in the system. The
following Fig.25 presents picture, technical drawing, and data feed from the patrol aircraft.

Figure 25. Patrol aircraft sub-system.

Data History and Charts
SLADS automatically keeps the record of all incoming data and of the
operator’s commands. User has an option to review current data values, and to
review data change in alphanumeric and (Fig. 26) chart form:

Figure 26. Historic data and current thermal profile snapshot.

Notification and Data Sharing
SLADS supports both “passive” and “active” data exchange with remote clients. SLADS
traces change of all the parameters of and constantly compares them against preset warning,
dangerous, etc. levels. User has an opportunity to set a list of notification addresses, and
as soon as one or more parameters approaches to the “dangerous” value(s), system
generates alarm message, and sends it to the listed addresses over email. It is possible to
customize the system to pace warning phone calls and also to send text messages to
designated stationary or mobile phones.
Besides active notification SLADS automatically supports and updates the website (which
may be set either to general public, or to restricted access) that allows remote customer
to review the entire situation or individual objects, to see raw data and results
ofanalysis, and to log into webcam datastream from remote location(s).

Example Application Scenarios
1. Safe use of beaches and boating.
Feeding of the output data from sophisticated models of ocean currents that rely on
satellite measurements, and of live data about thunder strikes, that are available from
weather services, into SLADS allows to monitor the situation at the beaches and in
recreational boating areas. Results of SLADS analysis may be used by local authorities to
issue timely warnings and to avoid possible loss of life. Including water quality sensor into
analysis allows also to reduce risk of food poisoning and of another diseases.

2. Monitoring of Water Pollution, and Enforcement.
Tier II application for water management may be combined with SLADS network of the ocean
thermal and surf sensors that is deployed to support current modeling as part of SLADS. This
network may also be used to house automated imaging and water probing equipment.
Depending on the bandwidth availability imagery may be ether stored locally and retrieved
on demand, or may be transmitted in realtime regime. As soon as water pollution is
detected, time – referenced images of potential polluter ship may be retrieved SLADS
from the memory on the specific buoy or from the server, and transmitted directly to
the Coast Guard, or may be used by the Coast Guard if they operate SLADS or operate
SLADS remote client.

CLOSING REMARKS
EOGSS by default includes VisCMSE resign suite, which allows customer to
develop new applications, to exchange software modules among applications (say, enable
fire control application to monitor soil humidity), and to set and maintain problem-oriented
websites. CosmoVision, Inc. provides support for development of such a new applications,
and is prepared to assist customers in development of the application- and device-specific
drivers.

